
Helsby & Elton PPG

Minutes of the Meeting held on Monday 12 June 2017

Present
Frank Thomas – Chair
John Dearden – Vice Chair
John Gresty
Lesley Gardner
Brian Yorke – Practice Manager
Mandy Jervis – Secretary

Also in attendance – Jennifer Thomas

Apologies
Dianne Walker, Maureen Wilson, Caroline Singleton, Emily Howe, Eddie Millinger

Minutes of Previous Meeting
Agreed and signed by the Chairman

Matters Arising
ß Practice telephone system – BY confirmed the telephone system remains the 

same, although changes can be made if the need arises
ß Carers Meeting – BY confirmed no new date is available yet
ß Improving Communications between the Practice and Schools – BY has been 

unable to make contact, but will try again after half term
ß Dates for Flu Clinics – BY will speak to the Practice Nurse regarding dates so 

that the Community Centre/s can be booked – JD will book Helsby and it is 
hoped MW will book Elton

Chairman Update
ß Documents from the PPG Chairs meetings were distributed prior to the 

meeting.  It was agreed further discussions should take place, with particular 
regard to carers, schools, etc which other PPGs have not considered.



ß LG wondered if, particularly in view of the newer members on the PPG, the 
Terms of Reference could be re-visited (Agenda item for next meeting)

ß Future Agenda Items – It was suggested agenda items should be submitted 21 
days in advance of each meeting

ß Meeting Dates – It would be helpful if a whole year of dates could be agreed in 
advance

ß Information on Screen at Helsby – needs changing to show DW is Membership 
Secretary

ß FT & JD will put together a discussion document for distribution prior to the 
next meeting

Practice Manager Update
ß Abbie Fletcher has returned from maternity leave
ß The Practice is back to normal working with less reliance on locums
ß Two new Receptionists have started to cover for the two staff who have 

moved on within the Practice to deal with coding and prescriptions
ß A Medical Secretary is retiring and a replacement has been found
ß Self-Care – BY mentioned a Practice Manager elsewhere has created a care 

hub which is effectively a directory of services which will go on the website. It 
is possible that we may have a stand-alone PC in a corner of the practice 
waiting room to enable patients to find services in the local area including 
complimentary services, although discussions will need to take place where 
commercial organisations are involved. BY will let everyone know before this 
goes ahead.

ß CQC Re-Inspection – BY said this had gone well and the Practice has met the 
required standards. The next round of inspections starts again, with the aim of 
inspecting 20% of practices each year on a five-year basis. There are four levels 
of rating and only 4% of practices received the top level. To achieve an 
“Excellent” rating, practices would be expected to do something over and 
above the norm.

Unused Medicines
Information from JD was distributed prior to the meeting. He had attended a 
presentation by a representative from the University of York which looked at 
pharmaceutical waste in the environment. The figures produced were alarming. JD 
would like to conduct an anonymous survey to see how patients at the practice 



dispose of their medicines. He felt that not everyone is aware that they can be taken 
back to the pharmacy for disposal. BY will speak to the Partners for their view on 
such a survey.

National PPG Issues
Attendance at the National Conference on Saturday 24th June in Basingstoke was 
discussed (information had previously been distributed by DW) but it didn’t appear 
anyone would be available or keen to attend. Information will no doubt be received 
following the Conference in any case.

Database
The question was raised about “virtual” group members – those people who were 
interested in the Group but did not necessarily wish to attend meetings. Discussion 
took place around the possibility of including these people by email – DW would be 
the only person who can deal with this as nominated person. LG asked how many 
email addresses we have for patients. BY felt there was a good number and said that 
24% have access to the internet, from the information we hold. BY was unsure if we 
could distribute out to email users and explained that we are currently updating the 
Practice Development Plan, which includes online services, marketing, etc. Once 
finalised he will be able to pull out relevant information for consideration.

Any Other Business
Possible Diabetes Group – JD has obtained a book called The 8 Week Blood Sugar 
Diet by Dr Michael Mosley. He said he would be trying the diet but wondered 
whether other patients within the Practice might also be interested. BY will speak to 
Dr Gregson and Sister Birchett to see how we could approach patients/patient 
confidentiality.

Meeting Dates
6.00pm Tuesday 22nd August 2017 – Helsby Health Centre
6.00pm Tuesday 26th September 2017 – AGM – Helsby Health Centre (Health Ed 
Room)


